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Three battery electric cars sold for every
one new diesel car in September
Commenting on new car sales figures published this morning by the
SMMT, RAC director of EVs Sarah Winward-Kotecha said:
“Against a backdrop of generally poor new car sales, September was a
milestone month when it came to battery electric models with nearly as
many sold in one month as were sold throughout the whole of 2019. Plug-in
cars now account for 16% of all new car sales so far this year.

“What’s more, sales of electric cars have eclipsed diesel sales by a huge
margin with three battery electric cars sold for every one new diesel car that
went onto the road. This now looks like the end of the road for diesel as
nearly 67,000 fewer diesel cars were registered this September than was the
case in September 2019, representing an astonishing 86% drop in just two
years.
“These figures show there’s clear momentum when it comes to electric car
adoption in the UK, but had it not been for the chip shortage which is
hampering new car production, the numbers may well have been even higher.

“Fortunately, when it comes to EVs there are a variety of ways drivers can
now make the switch in a more affordable way, not least through leasing
schemes such as those offered by the RAC.”
Discover the UK's road to adopting electric cars in a series of easy-to-read charts

The press office email address is press.enquiries@rac.co.uk and media centre
is at media.rac.co.uk. Please note: the press office is unable to help with
individual customer enquiries - please visit the RAC contacts page to find the
right contact.

About the RAC
The RAC, an iconic UK brand, provides complete peace of mind to 13 million
UK private and business drivers, whatever their motoring needs. As well as its
premium nationwide breakdown assistance service – with an expert branded
patrol workforce attending more than two million breakdowns every year – it
offers a wide range of market-leading products across insurance, legal
services, vehicle inspections and service, maintenance and repair. The RAC is
also at the forefront in helping drivers make the switch to electric vehicles
and leads in the development of new solutions for businesses and OEMs,
partnering with the best in the motoring and mobility space.
Visit the RAC website.
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